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the main types of sensors are temperature sensors, photoelectric sensors, pressure sensors, humidity
sensors and gas sensors. the most common gas sensors are co, voc and nox. temperature sensors are
the easiest to read and most used. co2 is the most important gas for hvac. powerplanner can schedule

breaker and fuses to enforce annual planned maintenance. it can also calculate the expected service life
for any type of battery and complete energy reports for the most common public lighting systems. other

useful features include: automated fault finding, energy consumption calculation, background
scheduling, model-wide scheduling, ground fault analysis, extension cord monitoring and reporting and
automatic management based on user-defined schedules. the niagara system consists of the niagara
server, which acts as the brains for the system, and is connected to wired and wireless sensors and

controllers. the server offers a number of advantages over hard-wired solutions, including scalability,
expandability and ease of integration. it also allows for more flexible deployments, such as those where

energy needs are changing. trendserver pro is a tool that monitors and analyses historical, real-time
data. importing data from a honeywell recorder provides data from which to generate reports, charts and
graphs for different processes. the data can be exported to a spreadsheet, customised with standard or

custom fields, and then downloaded to a pc and used for calculations, reporting, or graphing using a
variety of analytical tools. data management software the eagle® product data management (pdm)
software is used to bring together a product's physical and digital information into one centralized

database to ensure product consistency and enable swift changes throughout the production, packaging,
and shipping process.
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the eaglehawk control system is a perfect combination of cutting-edge technology and easy-to-use
features. honeywells range of eaglehawk energy and control products are built on the centraline

niagara platform, is flexible in installation and easy and secure to use via browser. the new
eaglehawk control system, fully integrated with honeywells new eaglehawk energy management
system, provides a complete solution for controlling heating, cooling and lighting applications in
commercial and industrial buildings. this convenient, easy-to-use solution features intuitive plant

operation with the added convenience of dedicated graphics controls on the web browser for easy
interface with hvac and lighting applications. now, you can set up key parameters and performance

settings from a pc or tablet, easily view the results, and add or delete zones all from your web
browser. this system offers excellent plant control and the ability to add peripherals and zones as

required. the eaglehawk rfx visi is designed for control and display of data in aquariums, terrariums
and other environments requiring surveillance and contactless display. the high-resolution, vertical
2.4 inch lcd and the pre-programmed display and alarm functions help keep an eye on the bottom

line in a freshwater environment, while the ease of installation is made possible by the unit's
compact size and light weight of 3 pounds. it comes with two mounting rings and four clear plastic
gel rings. the rfx visi is a great value for aquariums, terrariums, or other decorative applications.
model release agreement version 1.2 - model release agreement version 1.2 this agreement is

intended to be a model for all future versions of this agreement. this is a full and complete revision
of the release agreement to reflect: changes in the product(s), or other changes in the nature of the

materials provided by honeywell. changes to this version were made by honeywell corporation,
2005. version 1.2, dated 11-01-05. the terms of this agreement supersede and replace the terms of
all prior written agreements, and apply in the same manner as the previous version as of the date of

this agreement. in the event of a conflict between this agreement and any prior version of this
agreement, the terms of this agreement shall control and such prior version of this agreement shall
be deemed a part of this agreement. this agreement contains other provisions that are confidential

and proprietary to honeywell and are not to be disclosed to third parties except where such
disclosures are expressly permitted by this agreement. 5ec8ef588b
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